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A. Open access and regulation1

1 Open access (OSS) is a philosophy as well as a system 
of self-regulation that helps to organise technical
or intellectual information. It has developed within 
existing laws as a reaction to an over-exclusive ten-
dency in constructing and understanding property 
laws in intangibles. OSS follows but shifts the logic 
of the law of licenses.2 Licenses are currently used 
to exclude but also to allow usages against payment 
and further obligations of the licensee. Open access 
drops the payment but keeps the obligation. Obli-
gations are not imposed to exclude but to keep the 
system open and usages free (“copyleft” instead of 
copyright). As far as information or content is pro-
tected by IP laws, the system works like IP laws by 
transforming the logic of the property right (again, 
copyleft instead of copyright). As far as information 
is not protected, it works like a contract. 

2 In both cases, open access models exist within a re-
gulatory frame because they have to operate within 
national law systems. Certain uses cannot be allowed
or forbidden because legal provisions may interfere.
Other uses may be controlled only with the help of 
national laws. We may therefore distinguish open-
access-hostile and open-access-friendly rules. The
���������������������������������������������������
a barrier to granting access to content. The second 
type relates to rules that help open access to be suc-
cessful. Hostile rules include the following: 

� binding laws such as coercive moral rights le-
gislation that may allow or enforce what parti-
cipants may be willing to do (i.e. the distortion 
of a literary work);

� patent laws that may restrict the publication
�����������������������������������������������
lose their patentability if they lack novelty;3

� laws to protect property rights of third parties 
(neighbouring rights) that may restrict the use 
of content for OA platforms (i.e. audio and vi-
sual content);

� laws to protect property positions of unknown 
third parties, as in the case of orphan creations, 
that may do the same. 

3 Friendly regulation pertains to the following:

� the enforcement of contracts and licenses
through legal rules and the court system;

� laws safeguarding priority (attribution of
authorship);

� laws safeguarding authenticity (integrity rights);

� transparency rules (consumer protection, in-
formation rules).
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4 Regulatory assistance for open access is needed
where hostile state rules or the nonexistence of
friendly rules jeopardize the goals of the philosophy.

B. Regulatory assistance of 
open access goals

I. A short definition

5 The concept of open access comes from the software
world.4 In this environment its main task is to unco-
ver technical information held secret by copyright 
provisions that were enacted to restrict decompila-
tion uses.5 ������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������-
ticles freely accessible on the web.”6 This gives rise 
�� �� ���������������������� �������������������������
academic knowledge, whether copyrightable or not,
originally secret or pre-published. IP laws traditio-
nally protect the interest of the contributor to keep 
information secret or at least to control the degree 
of publicity or restrict the audience the content is 
aimed at. Law usually does not force the contribu-
tor to disclose knowledge. A general access right to 
private information7 is only given in situations in
which there is a legal relationship between the party
holding the information and the party interested in 
that information.8 A duty to disclose knowledge will 
only hold if there is a special legal duty, such as the 
duty to inform consumers about features of a pro-
duct.9 Nondisclosure is the principle; access requires
consent or regulatory force. If regulation to force
access is unwanted, incentives to provide informa-
tion are needed.

II. How to convince contributors 
to uncover secrets

6 The traditional incentive mechanism works by gi-
���� ������������� ����� ��� ��� ��������� ���� ��
patent law where technical information has to be
disclosed in exchange for a property right. The me-
chanism is also used in Sec. 4 subs. 2 of the GPLv3 
where the right to convey copies of a program at
a price is bound to the duty to deliver the source
code.10 Trade secrets will be uncovered only for a
����������������������������������������������������-
tract obliges the knowledge provider to do so. Other 
incentives might be that the contributors receive ac-
cess to knowledge themselves or – typical for acade-
mics – receive a reputation from the academic mar-
ket if they publish their work. The latter mechanism
does not work if the publication is organised by a
commercial publisher who cannot live from repu-
���������������������������������������������������
through advertising to recoup organisational costs, 

such as with players like Google. Voluntary granting
of access to knowledge therefore needs incentives. 

III. How to convince publishers and 
other right holders to cooperate

7 �������������������������������������������������-
lation is required. This has necessitated regulation 
with regard to special obligations in the relationship
between academics and their employing institution 
and between academics and publishers. The relati-
onship between academics and the employing ins-
titution is of particular importance in a situation in 
which the institution pays not only for the produc-
tion of knowledge but also for its distribution among
academic consumers such as students and resear-
chers.11 This is the rule in the public and the private 
university sector. Work-for-hire rules might mean 
that the institution is the original owner of acade-
mic results, but the rule does not work in most conti-
nental European systems in which individual author-
ship is the principle. A legal duty to publish is hardly
enforceable and in some jurisdictions will even vi-
olate constitutionally protected academic freedom, 
which encompasses the freedom not to publish.12

This constitutional position of academics is also vio-
lated by a legal duty to offer publications to a uni-
versity-owned or -run repository.13 The place of pu-
blication is vital to the reputation of the academic. 
If an academic decides to publish in a commercially 
run, renowned, peer-reviewed journal, the univer-
sity should not interfere. This is in harmony with co-
���������������������������������������������������-
tion14 encompasses the right to choose when and also
where to publish.15 Again, moral rights protect the 
personal and academic reputation of the author.16

This does not preclude a contractual obligation to 
publish in certain journals because this preserves
the author’s will. Therefore, no objections should be 
made if the academic applies for a funded research 
program and receives the funding on the premises 
that the results have to be published by an open ac-
cess mode.

8 An author-friendly model reserves for the acade-
mic the right to publish on the green road of open 
access.17 Usually commercial publishers will be re-
luctant to license such a right to the author. There-
fore, a binding copyright provision would be needed
to protect the author’s decision. Such a provision
would not be an exception or limitation to copy-
right;18 in the absence of a contractual obligation to 
an employer, the author retains the right to decide 
on the secondary publication of the author’s work.19

However, the solution would at least touch upon
the publisher’s freedom to contract and therefore
���������������������������������������������������
discussed internationally calls for a solution in which
the author retains a secondary publication right af-
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ter a maximum waiting period of six months if the 
author publishes in a format that differs from the ty-
pographical format of the original publication.20  This
solution has been attacked as unsuitable for the STM
world,21 but I do not share this view. In most cases, 
STM publications will report data and facts. The ex-
pression used in these publications is very often far 
from being original. I would even argue that many 
of the texts are not even copyrightable because the 
reporting of facts and data does not fall into the re-
alm of copyright law.22 For social sciences and huma-
nities, the six-month period should be adequate to 
protect the author’s and publisher’s interests as far 
as journal contributions are concerned. Even if the 
publisher’s interests were harmed by such a regula-
������������������ ��� ����������� ������������������-
cing the free access to research results achieved with
the help of public funding as long as the state does 
not exclude private entities from those resources.

IV.How to safeguard integrity 
and authenticity

9 Open access philosophy should not be interested in 
facilitating fraud and deceit. Authenticity and integ-
rity of publications should be in the vital interest of 
the research and the publication system. These aims
are backed by moral rights legislation which, howe-
ver, is in a distressing state of international and Eu-
ropean harmonisation. With the sole exception of
Article 6bis RBC, international law has more or less 
ignored the moral interests of authors.23 This is de-
plorable because the right to attribute the work to 
a certain source or author and the right to keep it 
intact in its original form, or at least clearly mark 
��������������������������������������������������
made, is vital to a legal system in which individua-
lity is the highest value. It is also vital to a system 
in which truth and integrity in research have to be 
defended against irresponsible behaviour and mis-
appropriation. It is no wonder that current open ac-
cess license schemes and the Berlin Declaration both
bind the license to use content to the obligation to 
indicate its source, therefore granting attribution to
the author or a team of authors.24

10 Integrity rights are a more complex issue. All licen-
������������������������������� ������������������-
cerned with safeguarding the integrity of the origi-
nal version by binding the license to an obligation 
������������������������������������������������
the version received.25 The Creative Commons Li-
cense gives the author the opportunity to allow for 
changes, but safeguards the author’s integrity right 
only by the obligation to clearly attribute the new 
version to its author and cite the name of the au-
thor of the original work. The DPPL License is mind-
�����������������������������������������������������
for distortions and mutilations. Therefore, it follows

the path of the other licenses with regard to attri-
���������������� ������������������������������������
only if “the personal interests of the original authors
are respected” (§ 2 subs. 1). To safeguard these inte-
rests, the author of the original may not be cited as 
the author of the derivative, and the work has to be 
given a new title. 

11 It is obvious that these peculiarities do not fully sa-
feguard integrity interests. It is also obvious that
they do not fully protect the authors of derivative 
works. In the past, authors have not aggressively
fought against mutilations. The danger of copyright 
abuses may be much weaker in this regard than the 
ethical standards of the academic community. As a 
result, further regulation is not needed on the nati-
onal level of most continental European copyright 
laws. However, the usual gap towards common law 
countries is still a concern.

V. How to enable access to works 
of known right holders

12 A huge problem rests with the protected content
that has not been submitted to an open access li-
cense. The future of electronic content is not the
������������������������������������������������������-
work capacities can only be activated if texts, data, 
����������������������������������������������������
Electronic content will have to develop into mul-
timedia content.26 The main problem these days is 
how to combine text with pictures, especially pho-
tos. Given the fact that most photos are protected 
by copyright or a neighbouring right, open access 
models risk remaining text-based but image-free.
Access to protected content will not be available by 
the existing limitations to copyright as typically ci-
tation rights or free use rights will not give access 
to mere illustrative use of photos.27 This is especially
vibrant when photos are used to illustrate the situa-
tion depicted but not to explain the photo use. Cita-
tions rights usually will only be granted if the author
of the citing work explains the cited work. What can 
be seen on the photo, however, is not the cited work 
but the photo itself.  German copyright law at least 
is hopelessly outdated and overprotective in this re-
gard. Researchers in practice have never refrained 
from using pictures in their lectures or at conferen-
ces. And they should not be barred from doing this 
by a narrow interpretation of citation rules with re-
gard to their publications. Regulation may not be ne-
cessary if courts grant wider freedoms not only for 
artistic28 but also for academic and educational use.

13 The problem remains vital with respect to audio and
visual content that has a mere illustrative function, 
which is helpful but not necessarily needed to exp-
lain a problem. This problem calls for a regulatory 
approach on the European level. Rights management
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����������������������������������������������������
affordable license conditions through collective so-
cieties. One-stop shopping is vital for granting ac-
cess to cultural content.

VI.How to enable access to works 
of unknown right holders

14 The “orphan works” problem is still unsolved des-
pite the scrutiny it has received at the national and 
international level. There is a clear regulatory prob-
lem.29 ����������� ���������������������������������
and in granting access to the usage of these works. A 
����������������������������������������� ���������
�����������������������������������������������������
�������������������������������������������������-
ble and careful efforts.30

15 Roughly three models are discussed to grant access 
to these works:

� granting of a non-exclusive license for any user 
who is willing to pay a license fee (Canadian
model), either through a government agency
�������������������������������������������������
work belongs to;31

� extension of the collective management system 
to orphan works (Nordic model);32

� liability privilege for users who can show and
prove that they have diligently searched for the 
author or the current right holder (US proposal 
to solve the orphan works problem).33

16 The deregulation of liability rules will not work in 
Europe with regard to the newly enacted Enforce-
ment Directive.34 However, the legal capacity to
grant a right to license, whether via an extended li-
cense system or – where suitable – through a govern-
ment agency, seems to be the right way to solve the 
orphan works problem. The extended collective li-
cense system is already mentioned in recital 26 of 
the Info Society Directive. Indeed, collective societies
are under a relatively tight inspection with regard to
their license practices and their pricing strategies. 

17 The legal presumption for orphan works might not 
be ideal from the point of view of authors and right 
holders who do not know about the uses being made 
to their works without their fault. However, the un-
der-usage of works does not help anybody as long as 
the right holders do not claim their authorship. The 
solution offered here is quite similar to what Google 
has done with its Book Search. However, whereas
Google had no legal capacity to act on behalf of au-
thors of works that are out of print or out of stock, 
collective societies would be in this position if the le-
gislator helped in this regard. As collective societies 

act as trustees to authors and publishers, misuse of 
this capacity is less probable. The funding that they 
receive from the licensing of orphan works can ea-
sily be used to trace right holders and let them par-
ticipate in this funding. If right holders cannot be
������������������������������������������������������
that would help to use the revenue for cultural pur-
������������������������������������������

C. Future goals

I. Do we need privileges (de-
regulation) for open access 
system managers?

18 The German legislator has asked interested circ-
les whether future regulation should care for spe-
cial rules in favour of and to foster open source and 
open access models.35 This question is legitimate. In-
deed, OSS models operate on the same footing as any
commercial provider. Usually, commercial providers
�������������������������������������������������-
gal presumptions of their rights ownership. The ma-
nagement of OSS systems may be complex. Rarely 
can the managers of wikis or complex software envi-
ronments claim to be the sole right holder or owner 
of the rights attached to the work. A legal presump-
tion that may be used to control the licenses given 
within the system would be feasible. German copy-
right law holds such a presumption in two cases.
First, § 10 states that a presumption for righthol-
dership applies if a person is designated on the co-
pies of a work.36 Moreover, the members of a group 
of artists (i.e. the members of a rock band or an or-
chestra) are presumed to be represented by an elec-
ted group leaser (Sec. 80 subs. 2, 74 subs. 2). Such a 
presumption would help manage large groups of au-
������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������

19 So far, litigation in OSS cases is not too extensive.
The cases that have come to court in Germany and 
the US show that individual programme developers 
were usually in a position to claim their own author-
ship.37 This is a clear advantage of the GPL License, 
which uses the direct licensing system. However, as 
more contributions level up the programme, coll-
ective ownership becomes the rule. This is also the 
case in large academic groups or with respect to wi-
kis. A legal presumption granting a standing to sue 
would help.
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II. How to reduce complexity 
in license schemes

20 OSS agreements might be very complex. The DPPL 
License is a good example of a fairly complex and – 
from the perspective of the ordinary user – possibly 
overly complex contract. The Creative Commons Li-
cense is simpler and clearer, but it might raise doubts
about legal certainty that the DPPL clearly avoids. 
Simplicity and clarity for the user are vital to the
success of OSS models. The user will have to be able 
to trust simple formulations and – even better – sim-
ple icons. The Creative Commons License is a mo-
del in this regard. Other license models will have to 
���������������������������������������������������
what the right holder wishes to grant and what the 
user wishes to get. Icons must be internationally un-
derstandable. This requires legal rules dealing with 
the formation of a contract to accept this simplicity. 
Courts might feel enough sympathy for OSS models 
to grant some tolerance to help execute those con-
tracts. However, some regulation might be helpful. 

21 Icons should be generally accepted as verbal descrip-
tions of what rights are granted in OSS models. Icons
should grant protection by some type of collective 
trademark system. At least the law of deceptive ad-
vertising should be used to enforce honest uses of 
these icons and prevent misleading uses.

22 OSS terms are generally regarded as standard busi-
ness terms.38 Usually this means that any obscu-
rity in interpreting these terms is at the expense
of the party which uses these terms. The consumer, 
however, is protected. This tendency of interpreta-
tion is not suitable in cases where a right is granted 
generously and free of charge. Standard business
terms should therefore favour the operator of the 
license scheme. A presumption which calls for an
interpretation that favours the conclusion of a con-
tract might be adapted by courts. A legal presump-
tion which favours the existence of a contract, how-
ever, would give more clarity. 

23 However, the user will also need a certain degree of 
protection. In copyright law, licenses usually have 
��������������������������������������������������-
tracts are interpreted in favour of the operator of
the OSS system, doubts will fall at the expense of the 
user (the consumer). This calls for a certain standar-
disation of license terms, a register for typical user 
rights adjusted to the term “open source”. A stan-
dard interpretation of user rights which are typical 
for the OSS model might be formulated by legisla-
�����������������������������������������������������
should be a part of copyright laws.
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p. 155, 173; Grosheide, Moral Rights, in Derclaye, Research
Handbook on the Future of EU Copyright, 2009, p. 242, 249.
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attribution of authorship.” This is not merely a copyright con-
cern as the Berlin Declaration also refers to the publication 
of non-copyrightable raw data (see above footnote ##). The 
GPLv3 states in Article 4: “You may convey verbatim copies of
the Program›s source code as you receive it, in any medium, 
provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish 
on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact
all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive 
terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code.” Sec. 
6 of the DPPL license (version 2008) requires citing the na-
mes of the original authors. Creative Commons Licenses will 
in all versions oblige the user to cite the original author; see 
http://de.creativecommons.org/was-ist-cc/.

25 See Preamble sub. 7 which states: “… the GPL requires that 
���������������������������������������������������������-
lems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previ-
ous versions.”

26 See Fröhlich, in: Information Wissenschaft & Praxis (IWP)
5/2009 p. 253, 255.

27 See Peifer, UFITA 2007/II, 327, 335; Stang, ZGE 2009, 167, 199.

28 See BVerfG GRUR 2001, 149, 151 – Germania III.

29 As part of the “i2010:Digital Libraries” project, the European 
Commission launched a Recommendation on the digitisation 
and online accessibility of cultural material in which it calls 
on the Member States to facilitate the use of orphan works; 
see Art. 6 a Recommendation 2006/585/EC of 24 August 2006, 
OJ L 236/28.

30 ����������������� ���������� ��� ���� ������������ ������ ������
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of a derivative right is unknown or untraceable by diligent 
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(�) a published work, (������������������������������������-
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�����������������������������������������������������������-
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way, and which is approved by the Ministry. For use in cer-
����������������������������������������������������������-
tion which is approved shall be a joint organization for the 
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35 See Bundestags-Drucksache 16/5939 p. 26.
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